Periodic seabed undulations, such as nearshore sandbars, are known to reflect incoming surface waves of twice the wavelength by the so-called Bragg resonance mechanism. In view of this property, longshore seabed-mounted bars were proposed long ago as a means of coastal protection against the high momentum of incident oceanic waves. Many theoretical, computational, experimental and field measurements were conducted to understand their effectiveness in shielding the shore. The idea, nevertheless, proved impractical when Yu and Mei (JFM 2000, [1]) showed that due to an inevitable finite reflection from the shoreline, energy can get trapped in the area between the shoreline and the patch of bars eventually resulting in a much higher wave energy flux impinging the shoreline. Here we propose an arrangement of oblique bars that shelters the shore by diverting, rather than reflecting, shore-normal incident waves to the shore-parallel direction. A protected buffer zone is thus created at the shoreline. We show that this novel arrangement can very efficiently shelter the shore, is almost insensitive to the distance between the bottom corrugations and the shoreline, is relatively robust against frequency detuning, and will discuss that it can be designed to protect the shore against almost the entire broadband spectrum of incident waves.
INTRODUCTION
The reflection of water waves by periodic corrugations on the seabed of half the surface wavelength has been investigated extensively owing to its importance in the formation of nearshore sandbars and the evolution of oceanic wave-field in littoral zones [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The phenomenon is sometimes referred to as Bragg reflection or resonance due to its similarity with the selected reflection of x-rays from the surface of a crystal in solid state physics [7] . In contrast to random scattering by a general irregular medium (e.g. [8, 9] ), Bragg reflection is a coherent reflection by a periodic medium that satisfies the Bragg resonance condition.
Bragg resonance of water waves was first formulated for a weak reflection of monochromatic surface waves [10] , whose results were verified experimentally [11] . The theory was shortly after extended [12, 13] to include longer time and stronger interactions. In particular, multiple scales analysis was applied to predict the variations of both the incident and reflected waves over the patch while keeping the overall energy conserved [13] . Similar results can be obtained through the mild slope approximation [14, 15] .
The resonance condition k b = 2k [10] , in which k b denotes the seabed undulations wavenumber and k the surface wavenumber, is a special case of a more general Bragg condition that can be obtained using perturbation analysis with multi-modal bottom topography [16] . At the second order in perturbation analysis the classical Class I Bragg resonance is obtained which is due to triadic interactions between two surface waves and one bottom component [2, 11, [17] [18] [19] . At the third order, Class II occurs which involves quartic interactions between two surface waves and two bottom components [16, 20] , and also the class III, another quartic interaction, this time between three surface waves and one bottom component [16, 21] .
Longshore seabed-mounted bars were investigated exten-sively as a means of coastal protection against the high momentum of incident oceanic waves [3, 22, 23] . Many theoretical, computational, experimental and field measurements were conducted to understand their effectiveness and limitations in shielding the shoreline. The progress was almost halted when [1, 24] , based on earlier observations of [25] , showed that while in theory Bragg reflection reflects part of the incident wave energy, due to the inevitable finite reflection from the shoreline, energy can get trapped in the area between the coast and the patch of bars, eventually resulting in a much higher wave energy flux impinging on the shoreline compared to when bars do not exist and the seafloor if perfectly flat [26] . Physically speaking what happens is that the part of energy reflected from the shoreline is again reflected back by the bars and as a result energy (over time) gets accumulated in the area between the patch of bars and the shoreline.
Here, we show that an approach based on oblique Bragg resonance can provide a viable alternative for shore protection by seabed bars. Specifically, we consider an arrangement of seabed bars that diverts normal-to-the-shore incident wave rays to parallel-to-the-shore reflected waves (c.f. e.g. [27] ). We show, via perturbation analysis and numerical experiments, that this arrangement is very efficient in protecting the shore, and that it is insensitive to the shoreline-patch distance.
Sheltering the coastline by an array of seabed corrugations, unlike breakwaters, gradually diverts the incoming wave energy while posing much less stress on the seabed. It is more reliable (no sudden breakdown), cost effective (no major foundation needed), and environmentally friendly. The proposed idea may also be used to protect important nearshore infrastructures in shallow waters such as offshore wind farms that are susceptible and vulnerable to cyclic wave loads.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the problem of waves propagation on the surface of a homogeneous ocean of mean depth h. We define a Cartesian coordinate system with the x, y axes on the mean free surface, and the z axis positive upward. We assume that the fluid flow under consideration is inviscid, incompressible and irrotational such that potential flow theory applies, and hence the velocity vector v can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar function φ (velocity potential), i.e., v = ∇φ . If we denote surface elevation, measured from the mean water surface, by η(x, y,t) and the height of bottom corrugations, measured from the mean bottom (i.e. z = −h), by ζ (x, y,t), then the governing equations (continuity in the fluid domain and boundary conditions) read
where ∇ h = (∂ x , ∂ y ) is the two-dimensional gradient operator. If the governing equation (1) is solved for φ (x,t), then the freesurface elevation η(x,t) is obtained from the free-surface kinematic boundary condition:
Under the assumption of small surface wave slope and small bottom corrugation slope (i.e. ∇ h η, ∇ h ζ = O(ε) 1) a perturbation solution can be sought by expanding the velocity potential and free-surface elevation in perturbation series:
where (1) and collecting terms of the same order, we obtain a series of equations of the following form [6] 
At each order m, (4) is a linear partial differential equation for φ m with the right hand side being a nonlinear function of the solutions to the lower order problems. As a result (4) can be solved sequentially starting from the leading order, i.e. the linear problem. The leading-order problem is unaffected by the bottom corrugations and its propagating wave solution can be written in the form
where c.c. denotes complex conjugate, A is the wave amplitude, and k 1 = |k 1 | is the magnitude of the wavenumber vector k 1 that together with the wave frequency ω have to satisfy the dispersion relation:
At the second order (m=2), B (2) becomes secular if the seabed corrugations have a Fourier component k b such that D(ω, |k 1 ± k b |)=0 (note that at the second order F (2) is never secular). In such a case, the solution to the second order problem includes a new wave with frequency ω and wavenumber k 2 = k 1 ± k b whose amplitude grows linearly with time. Because of this monotonic temporal growth of the second-order solution, this scenario is considered a resonant interaction, and since this interaction occurs between an incident wave and a periodic medium (i.e. the seabed undulations) it is called Bragg resonance, a name taken from a similar reflection mechanism in solid state physics [7] .
Clearly this second-order solution is only valid for initial times, i.e. as long as the amplitude of the resonant wave k 2 is small enough such that the perturbation expansion (3) is valid (i.e. φ 2 φ 1 ). For longer times, multiple-scale analysis for an initial value problem shows that, while the amplitude of the resonant wave initially increases linearly with time, its rate of growth gradually slows down [13] . Eventually, this rate approaches zero when all the energy of the initial wave is transferred to the resonant wave and the amplitude of the initial wave is zero. At that time the direction of energy transfer reverses and energy flows back from the resonant wave to the initial wave. The modulation then continues. Bragg resonance at the second order involves one incident wave and one seabed component, and is called Class I Bragg resonance [6] .
A classic example of Class I Bragg resonance occurs when the direction of propagation of the resonant wave is the exact opposite of that of the incident wave. Hence, the incident wave appears to be reflected back over the patch of bottom undulations (Bragg resonance is sometimes referred to as Bragg reflection). This reflection mechanism has motivated the use of artificial nearshore bars for shore protections: a few small amplitude seabed bars parallel to the shoreline can reflect back shoreward incoming waves and therefore protect the shoreline [3, 23] . The protection efficiency, defined as 1 − a b /a, where a b and a are the wave amplitudes at the shoreline in the presence and in the absence of the bars, asymptotically approaches unity as the number of ripples (i.e. extent of the bars patch) increases [13, 16] .
There is, however, a major issue in the realization of this protective mechanism: if the shore is not a perfectly absorbing beach and as a result reflects parts of the incident waves, which is in fact the case in most realistic settings, then the protection efficiency of the seabed bars are shown to be very sensitive to the distance between the shore and the patch of bars [1] . Specifically, for certain distances of the shoreline to the bar patch, the protection efficiency can become negative which means that the amplitude of the waves at the shoreline in the presence of (supposedly) protective bars are higher than in their absence. Physically speaking what happens is that the reflected waves from the shoreline are reflected back again (by the seabed bars) toward the shore, and therefore get trapped inside the area between the patch of bars and the shoreline. For some specific bar-patch to shoreline distances, these successive reflections interfere constructively to the point that wave elevation at the shoreline becomes (much) higher compared to when bars do not exits.
Here, we look for an arrangement of seabed bars that instead of reflecting waves back, that as was discussed may result in wave amplification, diverts incident wave rays sideways along a path parallel to the shoreline. In other words, desired seabed bars must redirect normal-to-the-shore incident wave rays to parallelto-the-shore diverted (or reflected) waves. If an arrangement of bars with such a capability in diverting waves is found then there is no danger of having wave energy trapped between the shore and the patch of the bars.
The first candidate for diverting wave rays is the oblique Class I Bragg resonance. Class I Bragg resonance condition states that oblique seabed bars making π/4 radian angle with the incident waves result in a resonant wave perpendicular to the incident wave [21] . Unfortunately, the rate of energy transfer from the incident wave to the resonant wave in this scenario is exactly zero, making this case a degenerate resonance [3, 6] . With Class I resonance ruled out, we need to proceed in our perturbation analysis to the third order where the so-called Class II Bragg resonance can occur. Class II Bragg resonance states that if a free propagating surface wave with wavenumber k 1 travels over a doubly sinusoidal seabed with components
Analysis of Class II Bragg resonance in the case that none of the pairs (k 1 , k b 1 ) and (k 1 , k b 2 ) form a Class I Bragg resonance is well known [6, 28] . It is, however, not difficult to see that the overall rate of energy transfer from the wave k 1 to the resonant wave k 3 is much higher if the incident wave k 1 makes a Class I Bragg resonance with either k b 1 or k b 2 (see figure 1 ). This will be elaborated mathematically in the next section.
ENERGY TRANSFER RATE
Consider a Class II Bragg resonance between an incident wave k 1 and a bottom topography made of the two sinusoidal corrugations k b 1 and k b 2 . We select k b 1 and k b 2 such that k 1 and k b 1 satisfy the Class I Bragg resonance condition, and such that the Class II resonant wave k 3 is perpendicular to k 1 (figure 1). The initial rate of energy exchange between the three waves can be found from perturbation theory. We first consider the secondorder equations (c.f. equation (4)) 
ends up on the dashed circle). In this case the resonant wave wavenumber is in which N.R. denotes non-resonant forcing terms. We consider the form of the bichromatic topography as
where d 1 , d 2 are real amplitudes. The solution to (7) is
where
in whichz ≡ z + h. From (9) it is seen that the amplitude of the resonant wave k 2 = k 1 + k b1 linearly increases with time. This is a direct result from Class I Bragg resonance. Note that here we keep non-growing terms in (9) as they will contribute to the resonance at the next (i.e. third) order. At the third order, the governing equations read
whose solution has the form
The free-surface elevation associated with waves k 1 , k 2 and k 3 up to the third order is then given by
It is clear that the growth of the intermediate wave (i.e. k 2 ) is linear in time, as is expected from Class I Bragg resonance, while that of the third-order resonant wave k 3 is quadratic in time. The decrease in amplitude of the incident wave k 1 is, accordingly, also quadratic in time. The presented results of (14) are only valid for initial times and as long as η 2 η 1 and η 3 η 2 . This also can be seen from an energy point of view as (14) shows an unbounded growth of η 2 , η 3 with time that violates energy conservation.
In order to find the long-term rate of energy transfer between the shoreward incident wave and the shore-parallel resonant wave we adopt an analysis based on the multiple-scales method. We introduce slow variablesx,ȳ,t = εx, εy, εt and assume that the solution Φ(x,t,x,ȳ,t) to the problem (1) can be expressed at all times in terms of a convergent series
in which φ 1 , φ 2 ∼ O(1) are functions of the original (x,t), and slow (x,ȳ,t) variables. Substituting the expansion (15) into (1) and collecting same order terms, governing equations at each order are obtained. For the solution of the leading order problem O(ε), since a simultaneous Class I and II Bragg resonance are expected, we consider three free propagating waves on the surface with the potential
where j=1,2,3 refer to the waves with wavenumber k 1 , k 2 and k 3 respectively. At the second order O(ε 2 ), the governing equations read
where∇ = (∂x, ∂ȳ). We assume that the second order potential φ 2 has the form
that upon substitution in (17) gives the following equations for the ψ j 's ( j =1,2,3)
with γ 11 = γ 13 = γ 22 = γ 31 = γ 33 = 0, and
Note that the α j 's (c.f. (16)) are homogeneous solutions of (19) . Therefore, the system (19) admits non-trivial solutions ψ j if and only if the so-called compatibility condition is satisfied [29] . Applying Green's second identity, and denoting complex conjugates by an asterisk, the solvability condition can be cast into
which, after some manipulations, reduces to a system of coupled partial-differential equations for the slowly varying wave envelopes, i.e., ∂ ∂t
with
Adding the partial-differential equation for A 2 to the complex conjugate of those of A 1 , A 3 we obtain the well-known conservation law of wave action, i.e.
∂ ∂t
Equation (21) can also be simplified into the following form
which can be readily shown to reduce to equations (2.33)-(2.34) of [13] for a single bottom corrugation (d 2 = 0). If the patch of bottom ripples is infinitely large and initial condition is spatially uniform then everything must remain uniform in space, i.e. all spatial variations vanish. In that case we have
which admits the solution
The coefficients c 0 , c + , c − are to be determined from the initial condition.
The special case of our main interest is when a free propagating surface wave k 1 with initial amplitude A = −ia 0 propagates over an infinite patch of doubly-sinusoidal corrugations. We assume that the topography wavenumbers k b 1 , k b 2 are chosen such that wave k 2 makes an angle θ with k 1 , and wave k 3 is perpendicular to k 1 as shown in figure 1 . From equation (26) we obtain
Variations of the normalized amplitudesâ j = |A j /a 0 | as a function oft/T where T = 2π/ω is shown in figure 2a -c for respectively three angles θ = π/8, π/4 and 3π/8. For θ = π/8 ( figure  2a ) the amplitude of the wave k 1 becomes zero at times, but at those times energy is partitioned between waves k 2 , k 3 and in fact wave k 2 holds a larger portion of the energy. As θ grows, the maximum of amplitude ofâ 3 also grows until at θ = π/4 it reaches its maximum ofâ 3 =1. At that moment,â 1 ,â 2 =0 (as expected from the energy conservation) and therefore all the energy of the incident wave k 1 is now transferred to the wave k 3 . As θ further increases from π/4 the amplitude of the incident wavê a 1 can no longer reach zero in any time, and likewiseâ 3 can no longer reach unity. Clearly the optimum case is at θ = π/4 for which all the energy of the shoreward incident wave k 1 can be transferred to a shore-parallel wave k 3 .
Direct Simulation
A realistic consideration of a patch of seabed bars for coastal protection must take into account all resonance and nearresonance interactions as well as the effect of the finiteness of the patch and boundaries. As a general approach to address these, here we use a direct simulation scheme of high-order spectral method. The scheme solves the potential flow equation (1) assuming the solution can be expressed in terms of a convergence series [30] . It can take up to an arbitrary order of nonlinearity M (i.e. number of terms in the perturbation expansion, typically M ∼ O (10)) and a high number of wave modes N (typically N ∼ O(10, 000). The method was first formulated by [31] and [32] to model nonlinear wave-wave interactions in deep water. It was then extended to the problems of wave-topography interactions in finite depth [6, 21, 33] and two-layer density stratified fluids [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] as well as wave viscoelastic-seabed interactions [39] . The scheme has already undergone extensive convergence tests as well as validations against experimental and other numerical results [39] [40] [41] [42] .
For the cross validation of the direct simulation results with those of analytical (regular perturbation and multiple scales), we consider a case of an incident wave traveling over a doubly- figure 1) . The objective for shore protection is to divert as much energy as possible from the shore-normal incident wave k 1 to the shore-parallel reflected wave k 3 . Clearly this objective is best met for θ = π/4 in which a diversion efficiency of 100% is achieved.
periodic topography in a square area with periodic boundary conditions. In our computations we assume that the length scale L 0 is chosen such that the physical domain is mapped to the simulation domain of x, y ∈ [0 2π), and the time scale T 0 is chosen according to T 0 = L 0 /g. In the dimensionless simulation domain we pick k 1 = 41î, and other variables are chosen such that k 1 h=0.41, ε s = k 1 a=0.041. For the seabed bars θ = π/4 (c.f. figure 1 ), such that k b1 = k b2 =31.38, and ε b = k 1b a b =0.063. Simulations parameters are N x = N y = 1024, M = 4 and T /δt = 16 for which results are converged.
Results of direct simulation of this case as a function of normalized time (t/T ) are shown in figure 3 (solide lines) and compared with results of regular perturbation (dash-double dotted black lines) and multiple scales (dashed, dash-dotted and dotted lines). Note that the initial growth rates predicted by regular perturbation (14) can be readily shown to match, at the leading order, with those obtained from the Taylor expansion of the multiple scales solution (27) near t=0, that are
which corresponds to a quadratic decay, linear growth, and
Comparison of amplitude envelopes of three waves k 1 , k 2 , k 3 engaged in a special case of Class II Bragg resonance in which k 1 , k 2 satisfy a Class I Bragg resonance condition with one of the bottom components. As a result of such resonance, amplitude of the wave k 3 increases quadratically with time and much faster than classical Class II resonance. Plotted are normalized amplitudes envelopesâ 1 ,â 2 andâ 3 as predicted by regular perturbation (black dash-double-dotted line), multiple scales analysis (dotted, dashed and dash-dotted lines), and direct simulation (solid lines). All three approaches agree relatively well for the initial time of the simulation, but regular perturbation deviates from the other two for longer times. Multiple scales and direction simulation predictions stay in a good proximity.
quadratic growth of the wave amplitudesâ 1 ,â 2 andâ 3 respectively. For the growth rate of amplitudesâ 2 ,â 3 , as is seen in figure 3 , regular perturbation, multiple scales and direct simulation match very well during the initial stage of the interaction (0 < t/T < 2). But then direct simulation and multiple scales results deviate from those of regular perturbation. This is expected as beyond the initial stage of the interaction the underlying assumption of regular perturbation does not hold resulting in prediction of indefinite growth in the amplitude over time which is clearly non-physical. Multiple scales and direct simulation, however, show a satisfactory agreement with each other over a very long time. The discrepancy evidently comes from energy spreading to non-resonant and near-resonant modes [33] . This is highlighted in the sudden drop of amplitude ofâ 1 whose loss of energy apparently does not go to any of wavesâ 2 and/orâ 3 . Note that multiple scales results are energy conserving. Therefore when the increase in the amplitude ofâ 2 ,â 3 is the same in the direct simulation and multiple-scales, the energy associated with the excess of drop in the amplitude ofâ 1 in direct simulation has to go to other (locked and/or free) modes rather thanâ 2 andâ 3 .
For the direct simulation of sheltering, we will first consider wave attenuation downstream of a finite patch of doublysinusoidal bars incident on an absorbing shoreline, and then investigate the effect of the shoreline reflection. In our computations we choose the same normalization as in the validation case with k 1 = 128î, k 1 h=0.31, ε s = k 1 a=0.011, and for the seabed bars θ = π/4 (that results in k b1 = k b2 =97.967), and ε b = k 1b a b =0.030. Simulations parameters are chosen the same as before. We define a Cartesian coordinate system with its origin at the center of the computational domain. For the ease of presentation, we define variables in this coordinate system (x, y) as the horizontal variables in the computational domain (that are already dimensionless) normalized by the wavelength of the incident wave λ 1 = 2π/k 1 . Therefore every single spatial unit in the following figures correspond to one wavelength of the incident wave. In this coordinate system, x = 0 denotes the shoreline. We consider a finite patch of doubly-sinusoidal topography (θ = π/4, c.f. figure 1 ) that occupies 23 < x < 35, that is, the horizontal extent of the patch in the x-direction is 12λ 1 . This patch length is expected to be large enough for a good part of energy of incoming waves to be redirected, since multiple scales results predict that over a uniform infinite topography, a distance of C g 2π Ω 0 ∼ 14λ 1 is required for a perfect sheltering. We also consider that the patch is symmetric about y = 0 axis, but long in the y-direction. Incident waves are created by a numerical wavemaker (that also absorbs reflected waves) near x ∼ 60 and propagate forward toward the shore (x = 0). A numerical wave absorber is implemented at the end of the computational domain (x/λ 1 ∼ −64) so that waves do not reflect back.
Energy and the momentum that shoreline receives are functions of the shoreward wave energy flux. A more conservative and more insightful measure is spatial distribution of the timeaverage wave-energy density. We define the normalized average energy density asĒ
where here we choose t f = t 0 + 40T in which t 0 is an arbitrary time after the steady-state is reached, and η 0 is the water surface in the absence of the topography (i.e. with just a free propagating wave with the wavenumber k 1 ). The integral in the denominator is obtained by running a simulation over a flat bottom. Normalized energy densityĒ obtained from the direct simulation of the above case is shown in figure 4a . Normal to the shore waves enter from x = +∞ and, upon interaction with the patch of bars are pushed side-ways creating a buffer zone downstream where energy activity is minimum (almost zero). Since the patch is intentionally designed sub-optimum and also because of discontinuity of the patch at y = 0 two beams of wave k 2 scape the patch and propagate shoreward, but do not interfere with the protected buffered area. Since the spatial distribution ofĒ has a very fine structure, for a better presentation purpose, we also show the spatial average ofĒ calculated over areas of 2λ 1 × 2λ 1 , i.e. E = (1/4λ 2 1 )
dx dy (see figure 4 .b). This figure in fact confirms the shielded area, and also shows that the two beams of k 2 carry just a little more energy that the case of only incident wave: beams of k 2 hit the shoreline at y ∼ ±40 with an amplitude slightly greater than unity apparent from the yellowish color in figure 4b . The area right above the patch (23 < x < 35) is in fact very energetic.
The most important point raised by [1] , supported by experimental observations and numerical studies [25, 43, 44] , is that the protection of a finite reflecting shore via normal Bragg resonance is sensitive to the distance d of the bars strip to the shoreline. Specifically, for some distances the amplitude of the wave grows toward the shore. While physically speaking this should not be of any concern to the approach presented here, for completeness we computationally investigate the sensitivity of the proposed shore protection scheme to the shoreline-patch distance. For this purpose, we consider the case of a perfectly reflecting beach. All the physical and simulations parameters are the same as the case of a perfectly absorbing beach, with the exception of the shoreline being reflective. In the absence of the topography, standing waves with amplitude 2a 0 will be formed on the water surface. Similar to the case of a perfectly absorbing beach, we calculate the denominator of (29) from an independent simulation without the presence of the patch of bottom ripples. Results ofĒ andĒ are shown in figures 4c,d. A very good protection is obtained in this case as well. The upstream of the patch from figure 4c seems to be energetic, but on avarge it has the same energy as in the absence of the patch (and not more, c.f. figure 4d) . The k 2 beams are also clearly seen here to hit the shoreline and reflect back with an angle π/4 (more clear in figure 4c ). The trends are very similar to that of a perfectly absorbing beach.
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CONCLUSIONS
Long crested periodic seabed bars known to reflect incident ocean waves of double the wavelength via engaging them in the so called Bragg resonance. Such seabed bars are, however, known to be unable to protect the shore as the shielding efficiency is very much sensitive to the distance of the shoreline to the patch of the bars. Small variations in this distance may result in wave amplitudes much larger than the amplitude in the absence of the protecting bars. Here, we propose an arrangement of seabed bars that based on oblique Bragg resonance diverts the incident wave sideways. We show that this configuration is insensitive to the shoreline-patch distance and can efficiently shield the shore.
Sheltering by an array of longshore bars gradually divert the incoming wave energy while posing much less stress on the seabed (compared to, for instance, breakwaters). It is more reliable (no sudden breakdown), and cost effective (since it is seabed based, hence no major foundation), and is environmentally friendly. The proposed idea may also be used to protect nearshore shallow water important infrastructures (e.g. offshore wind farms) susceptible and vulnerable to cyclic wave loads. Our proposed sheltering idea can sit on the seabed providing a uniform reflection of the water waves with a fraction of the cost and environmental impact of the seawalls (also c.f. [45] ). Our sheltering idea can also provide a calm water habitat for marine life reproduction hence supporting fisheries.
